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In order fully endorse the spirit of Digital
LIteracy to diverse groups and institutions in
Indonesia, ICT Watch also offers variety of
strategic collaboration services, as follow :
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Cyber Wise:
The Guidebook for Safe,
Convenient, and Responsible
Use of the Internet

The Introduction of
Internet Governance

Social Media For Public
Advocacy

Indonesia Digital Literacy
Framework

Community Support
Supporting various kinds
of digital literacy activities
held by communities all
over Indonesia, whether as
the material provider such
as books and movies, or
the media partner in all of
ICT Watch’s social media
channels and platforms.

These books are available to download at: http://literasidigital.id

Documentary Movies
Linimassa #1 | 2011
Timeliners #1 | 2011

Cybersecurity Policy From
Multistakeholder
Perspective
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Cyber Security For
E-Commerce

Linimassa #2 | 2012
Timeliners #2 | 2012

Linimassa #3 | 2013
Timeliners #3 | 2013

Asadessa | 2014
Villagers Spirit / 2014

Lenteramaya | 2017
Virtual Lantern / 2017

Digital Communication
Strategic
Providing consultancy service
for public, corporations, and
local government in terms of
creating strategy and content
for social media and digital
communication platform.

Capacity Building
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Modul Pengantar Tata Kelola Internet

From Indonesia’s Total Population

Gerobak Daring | 2017
Online Cart / 2017

Providing training facilitators,
the how-to syllabus or modules,
as well as the digital literacy
educational kit, suitable for:
government, corporation,
schools, universities,
communities, and
other institutions.

Content Production
Producing content aiming to
raise the level of awareness
and capacity of the society
in using the Internet, so that
Indonesia’s netizens may
grow into a great digital
savvy community, not only
on a national scale,
but also globally.

Policy Advocacy
Conducting training for
governments (local &
national), regarding the
creation and socialization
of digital literacy policy.

The Composition of Internet Users by Age

16.68% 49.52%
13-18 Years

29.55% 4.24%

For more Information:

P. +62 21 829 2428
E. info@ictwatch.id
Mutual helps brings Indonesian
society together. The Internet
has been a powerful tool for
many Indonesians in fighting
corruption to helping victims
of natural disasters.

Optimism is a good virus
to spread, whether among
activists or people with
disabilities. The Internet has
become the source of strong
and positive messages to
empower people.

From saving the environment,
to bringing knowledge for
people in remote area in
Indonesia, the Internet has
helped a number of activists
in Indonesia to execute their
noble mission.

The story of a tremendous
effort of self-empowerment
using the Internet. This
movie captured the light of
spirit from the western part
of Indonesia to the smallest
village in remote area.

This movie tells a story
about the movement on
maintaining democracy and
tolerance on the Internet,
also the simultaneous battles
between positive content vs
disinformation.

Micro, Small, and Medium
Enterprises (MSMEs) are the
pillars of Indonesia’s economy.
This movie depicts how
the Internet has supported
entrepreneurs selling their
products and services.

18-34 Years

35-54 Years

>54 Years

Source: Indonesia ISPs Association / 2018

Our
Partners

These Movies are available to watch at: http://dokumenter.ictwatch.id

Our Activities

To keep the Indonesian Digital Literacy movement
on track, ICT Watch has been collaborating with a
number of multistakeholder in various sectors, and
facilitating as well as supporting several public
engagements.

Lenong Digital Rakyat (LDR)
Folk Digital Talkshow
Utilizing the digital platform,
LDR is a medium for ICT Watch to
facilitate conversation regarding
digital literacy issues for the
netizen, in a format of light and
fun talk show.
It is regularly live streaming,
every Wednesday, 4.30 – 5.30
pm via ICT Watch’s YouTube,
Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram channel.
http://ldr.ictwatch.id
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Smart School Online

“Action Through Online
Petition” (CHANGE.org)

“Blog is Only A Momentary
Trend: Fact or Myth?”
(SIBERKREASI)

“Digital Transformation In
Indonesia” (Indonesia MCIT)

In collaboration with ECPAT
Indonesia and SEJIWA, and
supported by Google.org, ICT Watch
have been going to a large number of
schools in 12 cities across Indonesia.
This program is dedicated to strengthen
the teachers/parents’ capability in
order to be the great companion for
the children as they grow to be
the versatile netizens in the future.
http://smartschoolonline.id

Pandu Digital
Digital Scout
Supporting SIBERKREASI’s
program, ICT Watch also has
been scouting young talents with
high-level competency in digital
literacy, to be facilitators in certain
specific activities, on regional and
national scale. This program is
aimed to nurture digital natives
in Indonesia, to conquer The 4th
Industrial Revolution era.
http://pandudigital.id

Indonesia Internet
Governance Forum
Together with the other Internet
stakeholders in Indonesia,
ICT Watch become co-initator
and multistakeholder advisory
group (MAG) member in holding the
Indonesia Internet Governance Forum
(ID-IGF). This forum provides medium
for multistakeholder across sectors to
discuss various topics regarding the
digital world.
http://igf.id

Internet Baik
Good Internet
In collaboration with TELKOMSEL,
YKBH and Kakatu, ICT Watch has
been taking part in facilitating
numerous on-site educational
programs, as well as producing
how-to digital literacy modules. We
believes that in order to do digital
transformation, the people should
be transformed into smart and
digital literated beforehand.
http://internetbaik.web.id

“Why Netizen Responds
Criticism By Bullying?”
(SAFEnet)
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Vision

Vision &
Mission

ICT Watch is an institution established in
order to develop, empower, and support
communities and multistakeholder in
Indonesia, for the fulfillment of their rights of
information from the Internet.

The establishment of Internet governance ecosystem
that protects and fulfills citizen’s rights to information
and freedom of expressions, as well as strategically
utilizes Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT), including Internet, as mandated by the
Indonesian Constitution.

Mission
As ICT Watch is committed to strengthen
Indonesia’s NETIZENSHIP capacity, we
strive to do the following:
Cyber Ethics
To develop Indonesian people
awareness, emphasis on parents
and teachers, on the use of ICT /
Internet safely and wisely by children,
students and young generations.

Indonesia Digital Literacy
Frameworks

Internet Rights
To empower Southeast Asia civil
societies, especially freedom of
expression activists, by together
developing the knowledge and capacity
to use ICT / Internet appropriately.

Internet is one of the most powerful tools
for facilitating the people’s engagement
in building a democratic nation, as well as
promoting a wide range of human rights.

Digital Skills
To support global multistakeholder
dialogue in digital skill and Internet
governance whilst upholding the
key principles of transparency,
accountability, equality and democracy.

Therefore, ICT Watch is committed to keep the
Indonesia’s Internet ecosystem remain positive
and productive, by supporting positive content
and initiating digital literacy program entitled
“Internet Sehat” (Cyber Wise).

Cyber Ethics

Internet Rights
Running with the spirit of “Wise While Online, Think Before Posting”,
ICT Watch:

Freedom of
Expression
Intellectual
Property
Social Activism

Online Safety and Security
Personal Data
Protection
Individual Privacy

•

Office
Office 8 Building, Level 18-A
Jl Jend Sudirman Kav. 52-53, SCBD
Jakarta 12190 - Indonesia

Digital Skill
Citizen Journalism
Entrepreneurship
Creative Industry

Gained an international
achievement, the World
Summit on the Information
Society (WSIS) Champion
(runner-up) award, from the
United Nations – International
Telecommunication Union (UN/ITU), under
the “Ethical Dimensions of the Information
Society” category.
Member of Twitter Trust & Safety Council for
Child Protection since February 15th, 2016.

About
ICT Watch

Member of Facebook Safety Center since
August 4th, 2017.
Member of YouTube Trusted
Flagger since October 25th, 2017.

Selected as the first winner of WSIS
2017. UN/ITU considered the Cyber
Wise movement as a model strategy
for delivering online ethics and digital
literacy advocacy to the public, from
the United Nations – International
Telecommunication Union (UN/ITU),
under the “Ethical Dimensions of the
Information Society” category.

•

Workshop
Jakarta
Jl Tebet Barat Dalam 6H No 16A
Jakarta 12810 - Indonesia

Digital Knowledge
Digital Movement
Digital Nation

Bali
Bale Bengong House
Jl. Noja Ayung No.3 Gatsu Timur, Denpasar
Bali 80237 - Indonesia

Provides high-quality Indonesian online content under the license of Creative
Common, which includes:
•
Updated presentation kit and how-to modules/leaflets for public education and
advocacy (internetsehat.id/literasi).
•
Documentary movies with English subtitle for public screening/discussion
(dokumenter.ictwatch.id).
Organizes on-site educational activities such as: workshops and roadshows to
schools, universities, local communities, as well as capacity building trainings and
multistakeholder dialogue forum for local actor or communities.

MILESTONE
2002 - 2005
Launched the “Internet Sehat” (Cyber Wise),
Digital Literacy movement with these initial
tools:
• An advocacy program consisted of 5 (five)
fundamental steps.
• Official website and printed brochures,
providing detailed information of the
movement.
Started collaboration with numerous schools to
conduct Cyber Wise campaigns.

Contact Us
Phone. +62 21 3049 0280 (office)
		
+62 21 829 2428
(Jakarta workshop)
		
+62 361 462 976
(Bali workshop)
E-mail. info@ictwatch.id
Web.
www.ictwatch.id
		 www.internetsehat.id

2006 – 2009

Also find us at
@internetsehat

@netsehat

internetsehat

Internet Sehat/internetsehat

internetsehat.id

www.ictwatch.id

“Internet Sehat” (Cyber Wise) movement was
adopted by the government.
Held “Internet Sehat” (Cyber Wise) Blog
Awards to encourage the growth of positive
contents in the Internet supported by XL
Axiata, a private telco company.

2010 – 2013
“Internet Sehat” (Cyber Wise), movement was
enlisted in the intellectual property rights.
Enrolled as one of the stakeholders in the
declaration of Indonesia Internet Governance
Forum (ID-IGF), which fully encourages
multistakeholder collaboration in Indonesia’s
internet governance effort.
Trusted as the co-host of the 7th Global IGF in in
Nusa Dua, Bali.
2014 – 2018
Received a national acknowledgment,
the Tasrif Award from Indonesian
Independent Journalists Alliance (AJI),
for our role in the democratization of
the Internet as well as promotes the
Internet as a medium for fulfillment
the citizen’s right to information.

.
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